
Our company is looking for an university relations. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for university relations

Cultivation and solicitation of identified corporations which includes planning,
developing and implementing procedures which provides effective
coordination of those activities by campus visits and site visits including
extensive travel to those sites
With an assigned portfolio of approximately 30 corporations, responsible for
identifying prospects, developing and proposing strategies for the cultivation
of these corporations, including specific purpose and level of partnership and
identification of those to be involved in cultivation and subsequent
solicitation
Responsible for the process of planning, developing and implementing
procedures for assuring effective assistance to colleges, departments, faculty
and college development officers soliciting gifts, sponsored research
agreements, and similar agreements from corporations for approved
initiatives
Assist in coordination and implementation of departmental strategy and
integration of those strategies to reflect priorities of University Advancement
and the university
Supervises professional and support staff, including hiring, developing staff,
conducting performance appraisals, and approving recommendations for
salary increases and promotions
Serves as a liaison to internal stakeholder units in addressing the needs of
corporate partners
Creates presidential acknowledgements to donors
Maintains high standards for quality, accuracy, and on-time delivery of all
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Interacts with fundraisers across the University and consults multiple sources
to obtain and evaluate information
Collaborates with writers in department to ensure that the highest priority
projects are completed in a timely manner

Qualifications for university relations

Minimum of 5 years talent acquisition experience and University Relations
experience in a matrix corporate environment
Bachelor degree in Business and Human Resources or related field of study
Human Resources Business Partner with previous talent acquisition
experience, preferred
Proven ability to consistently and positively contribute in a high-paced,
changing work environment the ability to prioritize multiple functions and
tasks and manage work time efficiently
Applicants must be currently enrolled and pursuing a degree in Human
Resources, Business Administration, or a related field, at an accredited school
and must have completed 30 semester hours prior to the start of the
internship
Applicant should be interested in pursuing a professional career in Human
Resources


